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ABSTRACT 

 
 

           The field of science is shrouded in mystery and science communication with the 
public is often dense impenetrable.  One medium where science becomes less opaque is 
through narrative theatre plays. These plays explore the life of scientists or engage in 
actual scientific content, thus adding a context to science theories and scientists.  
However, these science plays are not the best method for science communication because 
they lack the dynamic visuals necessary to effectively communicate scientific concepts.  I 
propose fusing science plays with film or video into “cinematic intermedia theatre.” To 
asses the validity of my argument, I synthesize the analysis of: intermedia scholars, 
theatre scholars, educational experts, and neuroscientists.  This scholarship verifies that 
cinematic intermedia theatre offers an emotionally and visually engaging method for 
science education. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
The incorporation of moving images into live theatre performances transforms the 

art form into a compelling contemporary visual event. Theatre, by its very nature, has 

always been multimodal, as it encompasses lighting design, sound design, set design, and 

live performance to convey an idea.  Nevertheless, the addition of video or film brings 

new life to an art that remained largely unchanged for thousands of years.  Not only can 

cinematic images in theatre facilitate the assimilation of knowledge, they also enhance 

the emotional experience for audience members.  For example, in 2008 Actors Theatre of 

Louisville produced a production of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, using moving images 

for both informative and expressive purposes.  A screen hanging from the ceiling 

provided a surface for video, and frequently there appeared faces of characters being 

discussed, so audience members could refer to the video in order to add a face to a name.  

Additionally, Ariel, the elemental being, was suspended above the screen for his scenes 

and video projection onto the screen added etherealness to the character.   Ultimately, 

bringing moving images into live theatre creates a subgenre of theatre, which in my 

opinion, revamps the art form.  I label this new theatrical subgenre cinematic intermedia 

theatre.  

Another recent trend in contemporary drama is the incorporation of science into 

narrative plays; these plays either briefly touch on science through the biography of a 

scientist or delve into scientific worlds through the exploration of a scientific subject.  

However, science in plays is not new; Christopher Marlowe wrote Dr. Faustus, the 

tragedy of a scientist who lusted after knowledge, in 1604. That being said, it seems that 
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science communicators have increasingly found theatre to be a fresh and effective mode 

for engaging the general public in science topics.  This type of play can slip the world of 

science into the observer’s consciousness “unnoticed,” so that science becomes 

commonplace in the everyday lives of audience members. 

In light of these considerations, I wonder: what can the connection of these two 

trends, cinematic intermedia theatre and science theatre, do for science communication? 

Not only does theatre engage audience members’ emotions and empathy through mirror 

neurons1 analogous to the way a conversation engages its participants (Mancing 196-97), 

but filmic representations in theatre enhances understanding of scientific topics. In this 

study, I will suggest that combining “cinematic intermedia theatre” with science plays 

creates a vehicle to deliver complex ideas in a more comprehensible, palatable way than 

conventional theatrical performances. To do so I will apply the analysis of intermedia 

scholars Dick Higgins, Chiel Kattenbelt, and Freda Chapple, to explicate my definition of 

intermedia; theatre scholars Kirsten Shepherd-Barr, Matthew Reason, and Bruce 

McConachie, to interrogate the educational benefit of science plays; educational experts, 

Ann Marie Barry and Richard E. Mayer, to highlight the benefits of visual images and 

story in science education; and neuroscientists Vittorio Gallese and Giacomo Rizzolatti, 

to elucidate mirror neurons’ ability to foster audience engagement with live actors; thus 

performing an interdisciplinary study of the subject. To prove the validity of my 

                                                
1 Mirror neurons fire in a monkey both when doing an action and when observing someone else (monkey or 
human) do the action (Rizzolatti et al. 131). Neuroscientists speculate that this is the basis for imitation 
and empathy in primates. 
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argument, I will analyze a segment from Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia2 (1993) showing that 

cinematic intermedia theatre can elucidate complicated scientific ideas in a simple and 

relatively inexpensive manner. 

 

                                                
2 Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia premiered in London in 1993; it has won several awards including the New 
York Drama Critics Circle Award for Best Play and the Lawrence Olivier Award for Best New Play of the 
Year.   
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THE NOTION OF INTERMEDIA 
 
 

The term “intermedia” is commonly credited to Fluxus artist Dick Higgins, who 

coined the term as a reaction against the compartmentalization and staid nature of the 

theatre amidst the backdrop of avant-garde theatre.  In his 1966 article titled 

“Intermedia,” Higgins explains that much of contemporary art does not fall into one 

category alone (i.e. film, painting, dance, poetry), but that “blended” media lie 

somewhere between one another (Figure 1). However, Higgins was not the first one to 

come up with the notion of intermedia. In the 1950’s, American artist Robert 

Rauschenberg, who described his own artwork as “combines,” was already crossing the 

boundaries of visual media to create something new (Higgins 2). Rauschenberg’s art is 

hard to define in terms of media used. It is neither painting nor sculpture, nor is it simply 

a combination of the two.  For example, “Monogram” (1955-59) (Figure 2) is an 

“intermedial” piece because Rauschenberg shifts the boundaries of traditional media such 

as sculpture and painting when he places the painting horizontally on the floor and stands 

a stuffed goat with a tire around its waist in the middle.  This piece’s elements may seem 

disparate, but when they are displayed together their combination acquires new meaning; 

our world is a blend of incongruous ideas and elements, a blend of the organic and 

inorganic, and “Monogram” tells that story through the combination of elements. 
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Figure 1 Dick Higgins Intermedia Chart 1995 
Printed with permission from the Estate of Dick Higgins  
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 Rauschenberg, “Monogram,” 1955-59 
Freestanding combine, 42 x 63 1/4 x 64 1/2 in. Moderna Museet, Stockholm 
© Robert Rauschenberg Estate (Fair Use for analysis) 
 

Many intermedia scholars today adhere to the idea of “shifting boundaries” when 

defining intermedia. While the intermedia approach is most often used in live theatre 

performances due to the fact that theatre is in its essence multimedial (eg. music, 
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scenography, lighting, acting, color, clothing all working together to tell a story), we can 

define intermedia as any combination of disparate art forms that cross each other’s 

boundaries.  An intermedia piece can be obtained from the combination of poetry and 

sculpture, painting and film, or even dress-making and dance. Intermedia implies the 

formation of something new lying in-between what already exists. According to 

intermedia scholars Chiel Kattenbelt and Freda Chapple, intermediality resides in the 

liminal.  As they maintain, intermediality is: “A space where the boundaries soften – and 

we are in-between and within a mixing of spaces, media, and realities” (12). In a more 

recent article, Kattenbelt refines this definition adding that intermediality is “the co-

relation of media in the sense of mutual influences between media” (Kattenbelt 21, 22), 

thus stressing the idea of interaction between media.   In intermedial productions, such as 

The Darwin Project3, for example the boundaries between dance and acting soften as 

spoken word metamorphoses into kinesthetic movement. 

In contrast to the intermedia approach, the multimedia platform maintains media’s 

unique specificity and function promoting their cooperation in order to achieve the same 

purpose (Kattenbelt 20). In simpler, and perhaps more colorful terms, multimedia is like a 

taco, with lettuce remaining lettuce, and tomatoes remaining tomatoes. Together they 

taste differently than individually, but they are still recognizable ingredients. 

Intermediality, on the other hand, is like a cake, where eggs, flour, sugar, and delicious 

spices are no longer recognizable as individual ingredients.  They combine into a 

completely new creation. As Higgins claims, “the difference between intermedia and 

                                                
3 The Darwin Project produced by the Theatre and Cinema Department of Virginia Tech University in 
October 2009, was an intermedia production telling the story of Darwin’s discovery of evolution through 
the combination of cinematic images, dance, and theatre. 
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multimedia is that with intermedia there is a conceptual fusion, and you can’t really 

separate out the different media in an integral way” (Zurbrugg 201).  In intermedia the 

various media are not more autonomous, they fuse to become a new form.  Indeed, a 

video or film created for a live theatrical performance as scenery would not stand alone 

as a film in a movie theatre. The quintessential example of multimedia platform is the 

website.  A webpage typically consists of writing, pictures, video clips, and sound.  These 

disparate elements work together, but they exist side-by-side, rather than being woven 

together.  

A screening of The Rocky Horror Picture Show, 4 where audience members 

interact with the screen is an example of both multimedia and intermedia performance.  

The film and performers run/perform concurrently, but the film does not rely on the 

performers, nor are the film’s boundaries shifted.  The live performance takes place 

“beside” the film as an additional medium for the script, thus making the event 

multimedia.  However, there are times the actors interact with the screen causing the 

boundaries of typical acting to adjust, which would allow one to argue that the live 

performance borders on intermediality because a new event is born from the interaction 

between live and cinematic.   

There has been much debate over the years as to whether the modalities of theatre 

are separable or inseparable. This debate usually begins with Richard Wagner who 

defines the elements in drama as separate, but working together (qtd. in Kattenbelt 

                                                
4 Oftentimes movie theaters show The Rocky Horror Picture Show at midnight on halloween and the 
screenings maintain a cult following where several audience members perform the movie in front of the 
screen, everyone stands up and dances to musical numbers, and the people throw toast at the screen. 
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“Theatre as the art” 30-31).  In his manifesto, “The Art-Work of the Future,” (1849) 

Wagner argues that in drama: 

(E)ach separate art can only bare its utmost secret to their common public through 
a mutual parleying with the other arts; for the purpose of each separate branch of 
art can only be fully attained by the reciprocal agreement and co-operation of all 
the branches in their common message (Wagner). 

 
Unlike Wagner, Jan Mukarovsky considers the modalities of theatre as 

inseparable, contending that the whole of theatre is greater than the sum of its parts 

because when the elements fuse, they are no longer autonomous; they combine into 

something new (qtd. in Kattenbelt 31).  Similarly to Mukarovsky, Kattenbelt describes 

theatre as a woven basket in which all the individual threads and textures combine to 

make a new texture (“Theatre as the art” 31).  Relaying on the work of Mukarovsky and 

Kattenbelt, I also maintain that the elements of a theatrical production are inseparable; the 

modalities depend on one another to reach their common goal.  A set design for 

Shakespeare’s a play can be appreciated on its own as a set design, but to be a functional 

design, it must rely on its interplay with lighting, sound, costuming, and script.  For 

example, a play can use a gobo pattern5 of a tree to blend light design with set design as 

light becomes a tree.  Therefore, one could argue that theatre is, by its very nature, an 

intermedial art form since all of its elements rely on one another to create something new. 

However, because some of these modalities are commonplace in theatre, traditional 

theatre is not usually considered intermedial, but instead simply “theatre.”  Achieving 

true intermediality in theatre today, in fact, requires the use of non-traditional elements, 

such as adding film or video. 
                                                
5 A gobo is a template, typically made of metal, used in front of a light source to cast a light and shadow 
pattern.  
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For the sake of analysis, I base my definition of intermedia on Higgins, Chapple, 

and Kattenbelt’s theorizations of this concept. While most discussion of intermediality 

only approaches the word “inter” as meaning “in-between,” the prefix “inter-” can also 

mean “together, mutual, reciprocal”6 as in “interweave” or “interfaith.”   And it is this 

second conception of “inter-” that I apply towards my definition of intermedia. At the 

same time, it is important to note that since theatre maintains its boundaries as it 

subsumes other media, it is only the borders of the subsumed media that shift or 

disappear. Therefore, theatre that incorporates cinema as a modality does not transform 

theatre into a new art form; thus the need to adopt the phrase “intermedia theatre” to refer 

to this approach to theatrical performance.  In short, the definition of  “intermedia 

theatre” in this study refers to media working together where boundaries shift within the 

vessel of a live theatre production7.  And since this analysis discusses productions where 

cinematic projections create the intermedia element, I coined cinematic intermedia 

theatre as a term that best describes this style of theatre production. 

 

                                                
6 Webster’s New World Dictionary lists the second definition of “inter-” as: “with or on each other (or one 
another), together, mutual, reciprocal…” (733). 
7 In the case of this paper, I use theatre as a general term encompassing all live productions, where live 
productions refers to the performer and audience inhabiting the same space. 
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SCIENCE THEATRE 
 
 

 “Science plays” encompass many genres of theatre, from realistic to 

experimental, and the amount of scientific information varies from science-as-metaphor, 

to biography of scientist, to scientific theories.  One of the earliest plays the scholarship 

of theatre labels “science theatre” is Christopher Marlowe’s The Tragical History of 

Doctor Faustus (hereafter referenced as Faustus) written in 1604.  While this 

Renaissance play contains no science content, it serves as a warning about lusting after 

too much scientific knowledge. Faustus, a medical doctor, makes a deal with the devil: 

his soul for the art of magic, control over nature. 8  There are very few science plays 

during the three centuries between Faustus and Bertolt Brecht’s Life of Galileo (hereafter 

referred to as Galileo). Theatre scholars Harry Lustig and Kirsten Shepherd-Barr identify 

Brecht’s Galileo as provoking a paradigm shift in science plays. They assert that because 

Galileo is a play with an actual scientist engaging in real science, no longer is science 

relegated to only metaphor in the story; now playwrights incorporate real science content 

into their narratives (551).   

Galileo portrays “science” as a mythological negative force, or as antagonist, 

much like Faustus’s insinuations that science can lead humans to perdition. That 

distrusting view of science remains in numerous theatrical productions today.  

Playwrights either warn against the pitfalls of science or dramatize scientists’ struggles to 

maintain their humanity in a science-versus-humanity battle.  Many science plays tend to 

                                                
8 In The Social Creation of Nature, Neil Evernden asserts that in the medieval age (pre-Renaissance), 
nature and God were one (40, 44), so one can draw the conclusion that Christopher Marlowe’s warning of 
knowledge acquisition pertained to Faustus’ desire to transcend God.  
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be a rehash of Galileo or Faustus with their apocalyptic warning of “the other” – the 

searching too far, the metaphorical eating of the apple.  For example, The Love Song of J. 

Robert Oppenheimer9 (2006) is a modern Doctor Faustus broaching the fallout of 

Oppenheimer’s quest for knowledge.  The play is a cautionary tale of the horrific 

destruction that can arise when a scientist upsets the balance of the universe. Society 

must wrestle with the consequences of disturbing the natural order of the world. Despite 

this trend in science theatre, I propose a way to address these matters in a non-alarmist 

manner, without villainizing scientists or scientific research. Indeed, there is desperate 

need for more theatrical content that emphasizes the important contributions that 

scientific knowledge can provide to society.  Scientific advancements are not all doom 

and gloom, and the tired trend in plays of humanity confronting “evil science” must go if 

we wish to demystify and devillainize science.  Instead we need to ask: “What happens 

when we do not seek out knowledge?  What happens when we do not use the scientific 

process to better our world?”   

Amidst the tired theme of “science as the evil versus humanity,” there is an 

alternative voice from Henrik Ibsen, albeit from 130 years ago.  Ibsen is one of the few 

playwrights who does not see science as a potential evil against humanity.  In his  An 

Enemy of the People (1882), though he creates an opposition between science and the 

public, it is the people who are in the wrong instead of science.  It is the people who do 

not appreciate life and death benefits of scientific research.   In the play, Dr. Stockmann 

tests the public bath water after multiple cases of typhoid and gastric fever amidst the 

                                                
9 The Love Song of J. Robert Oppenheimer  was first developed by Wendy Knox at the Frank Theatre in 
Minneapolis, MN. It is a winner of the Rosenthal New Play Prize, the American Theatre Critics' Steinberg 
Citation, and the Stavis Award. 
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populace, and learns of its contamination from a tannery.  As he claims, “The whole Bath 

establishment is a whited, poisoned sepulchre, I tell you--the gravest possible danger to 

the public health! All the nastiness up at Molledal, all that stinking filth, is infecting the 

water…” (13).  While Ibsen ends the play before we see the results of not heeding 

scientific findings, it is easy to infer the ramifications.   

 During the past two decades, there have been a few plays that incorporate science 

theories and themes without passing judgment on the science or scientist. For example, 

The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation tends to encourage positive views of science through 

theatre because it funds plays, like Jacquelyn Reingold’s String Fever (2003), that do not 

resort to the easy and sexy idea of science-gone-bad. String Fever weaves physics into 

the fabric of the play as 40-year-old Lily tries to apply string theory to her love life, and 

her musings instill a sense of wonder about the abstruse theory. Lauren Gunderson is 

another playwright who celebrates the wonder of science by embracing science jargon 

and captivating audiences with a whimsical story. Gunderson’s Leap explores the 

similarities of the minds of artists and scientists by creating youthful angelic muses who 

catalyze Isaac Newton’s invention of calculus and discovery of gravity. 

 Although there is no definitive reason for the contemporary increased number of 

science plays, Kirsten Shepherd-Barr theorizes a few reasons for the augment: she argues 

that 1) Science is complicated and often impenetrable, 2) The controversy surrounding 

scientific research (cloning, GMOs, stem cell research) is stimulus for dramatic story, 3) 

Scientists want to explain what they do in attempt to demystify and normalize their work. 

And that, 4) The combination of these reasons makes science plays seductive to 
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playwrights and viewers (Stage Ch. 2).  Whether it is due to peer-directed writing that is 

too intellectually dense for the public to decode or the impenetrable nature of science 

itself, the field of science is shrouded in mystery, and mystery makes intriguing drama.  

Theatre has long been considered a tool for social change, political dialogue, and 

ethical discussions10. As such, theatre is typically a medium of the humanities rather than 

a medium of science. Even when this performative literary medium11 brings together the 

two cultures12, most humanities scholars insist theatre is still a vehicle for social dialogue. 

This raises the question: If theatre encourages social exchange, what can theatre do for 

the dissemination of scientific discourse? Canadian physicist and educator, Wytze 

Brouwer sees science plays not as a tool to teach science, but rather as a way to open up 

discussions about ethics and responsibility in scientific research. In parts one and two of 

"The Image of the Physicist in Modern Drama,” (1988, 1994) Brouwer analyzes the role 

of physicists in society as portrayed by playwrights. He finds that the playwrights have a 

common theme: physicists should use science to benefit humanity. As he claims, "These 

plays serve as an excellent introduction to a discussion of the social responsibility of 

scientists, and scientific organizations, and might form a useful element in the ethical 

education of scientists or science teachers" (“Part 2” 239). While ethical discussions are 

important to maintain in science education and research, this notion of theatre being a 

                                                
10 Bertolt Brecht is one of the most well known advocates for using theatre to affect social and political 
change. See “The Alienation Effect,” “The Modern Theatre is the Epic Theatre,” and “Theater for Pleasure 
or Theater for Instruction.” 
11 Theatre is considered a performative literary medium because it is watched, not read, for consumption. 
12 C.P. Snow’s binary view comparing the “savior scientists” against “facist literary persona” in The Two 
Cultures (1959), has had a profound impact on both the sciences and humanities (Metz).  Snow asserts that 
the world’s problems can be solved through science, and he argues for fusion between the humanities and 
sciences, the “two cultures.” He believes a bridge can be built between them by training scientists in the 
humanities. 
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medium for ethical discourse folds nicely into the trend of “science versus humanity” that 

can be detrimental to encouraging a positive view of science and scientists in the eyes of 

the public. 

In light of these considerations, should science plays be a catalyst for ethical 

science discussions? Or rather, should they teach science?  Theatre scholars, such as 

Shepherd-Barr and Kenneth Lin, assert that theatre cannot and should not teach facts 

because a pedagogical intent transforms the art into a dramatized lecture13 or educational 

drama.14  Kenneth Lin conjures memories of the metaphorical “Playwriting 101” when he 

writes that audience members must hear something three times to remember it (52).  This 

playwriting lore provides plausible rationale as to why science facts should not be 

transmitted through theatre, because, assuming that the play is not a dramatic science 

presentation about electrons and protons, repetition of three times for any point devotes 

too much script to an idea that does not propel the story forward.   

Both Kirsten Shepherd-Barr and Kenneth Lin agree that science theatre should 

not be a lecture on scientific theory because for them a didactic script removes the 

essence of the art form: the emotional story (Lin 52; Shepherd-Barr 11-12).  Theatre’s 

purpose is to make people feel emotions such as happiness, sadness, anger, love, and to 

reflect on those feelings. As Lin explains: 

[A] theater piece in which the audience is more engaged with an explanation of a 
science concept than the dramatic conflict that’s happening between the 

                                                
13 “Dramatized lecuture” refers to the costumed dramatic science demonstrations many science museums 
employ to teach anything from insects, to robots, to astronomy. 
14 Educational drama is a participatory exercise where students act in a “production,” typically in a 
classroom, in roles such as electrons in an atom, or Betsy Ross sewing the first American flag. This 
interactive and kinesthetic experience encourages knowledge retention, and educators use it for teaching 
history, chemistry, reading skills, or any subject. Additionally, theatre in education and reader’s theatre are 
considered educational drama. 
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characters is most probably a bland and boring piece of theater. All theater 
ultimately traffics in emotions. Aristotle is right in his contention that plays, at 
their best, exist to make us feel. The induction of emotions in an audience is no 
small feat and can only be accomplished if every second of a play is spent in 
service of developing character or conflict. (52) 

 
Because theatre’s objective is fostering spectators’ emotional engagement with 

the story and characters, audience members do not need to come away with a deep 

understanding of complex scientific issues such as chaos theory or particle physics.  

Rather, many theatre scholars contend that theatre patrons should experience the wonder 

of discovery and be able to discuss an ethical dilemma as related to the science-theatre 

production.  Science plays ultimately help shepherd science away from a separate, 

intangible entity, into an accessible subject.  Attending science plays should help patrons 

feel comfortable with scientific topics, enabling them to confidently discuss current 

theories and discoveries. 

While most theatre scholars oppose theatre as an educational tool, a few scientists 

believe that science plays can and should do more than bridge the gap between science 

and humanities. Carl Djerassi is diametrically opposed to Shepherd-Barr when it comes 

to science content in plays. His “science-in-theatre,” in fact, advocates theatre as a tool to 

teach science.  Djerassi contends: 

I want to use fiction to smuggle scientific facts into the consciousness of a 
scientifically illiterate public – a pedagogic activity I consider intellectually and 
socially beneficial, because the majority of scientifically untrained persons are 
afraid of science… So what is wrong with learning something while being 
entertained? Or from the playwright’s perspective, why not use drama to smuggle 
important information generally not avail- able on the stage into the minds of a 
general public? (“Contemporary” 193) 
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Similarly to Djerassi, Art Stinner, Professor of Science Education in the Faculty 

of Education at the University of Manitoba, is another strong proponent for using theatre 

in teaching science.  Stinner’s reason for supporting educational science theatre, however, 

differs from Djerassi’s. Stinner maintains that science curriculum in general is ineffective 

and needs to be redone.  For him, the context science plays and science stories present is 

more important than final theory found in textbooks.  Because science is a process of 

discovery, textbooks should only be a secondary reference material in science education 

(19).  This reminder about science being a process15 rather than a result is important when 

we look at what science plays can do for the general audience.  If we need to be less 

concerned with research results and theories, and more concerned with scientific process 

in education, then theatre is a perfect artistic medium for the job.    

Unlike a classroom environment where educators can test students on knowledge 

retention and application, it can be difficult to get a large number of audience members to 

volunteer their time towards testing, thereby preventing significant quantitative results 

measuring theatre’s educational abilities.   Nonetheless, Dr. Angela Colantonio 

conducted research on drama for education, determining that the play, After the Crash: A 

play about Brain Injury, was an effective way to teach caregivers about patients with 

brain injuries.  As she points out, “Consistently high mean scores from the questionnaires 

indicate that theater is a highly efficacious and engaging method of knowledge transfer, 

particularly for complex material that deals with human emotion and interpersonal 

relationships” (180).  These results come as no surprise to theatre creators (e.g. 
                                                
15 For more discussion on “science” not representing the process of science, see Thomas Kuhn’s  The 
Structure of Scientfic Revolutions. 
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playwrights, designers, directors, actors) who have often relied on theatre to encourage 

humanitarian and political discourse. Quantitative proof that theatre can succeed at 

teaching the humanistic aspect of science is encouraging.  The attempt to generate public 

understanding about the daunting field of science through theatre is not overreaching.   

Although I disagree with Shepherd-Barr’s assertions that a good science play 

must cast the scientist as either hero or villain (Stage 2) I agree that a play must have a 

story and a conflict, because without story or conflict, a play cannot engage audience’s 

emotions and minds.  Theatre’s ability to connect spectators to the story and to empathize 

with a character is what makes theatre powerful.  To remove the engaging story element 

from a play, to turn a performance into a lecture, changes a play from theatre into a class.  

Indeed, it is precisely the medium’s ability to engage the viewers emotionally that I find 

important in the imparting of science ideas. A science play must first engage viewers 

with the story, and then productions can supply the opportunity to impart scientific 

knowledge. Therefore, I advocate for a blending of Shepherd-Barr’s support for dramatic 

story, Stinner’s argument for teaching the context of science and discovery, and 

Djerassi’s assertion that science theatre can sneak scientific theories into the dramatic 

action.  

At first it may seem contradictory to combine opposing views regarding 

educational possibilities of science plays, but the views blend easily when an additional 

element is added to the mix: the cinematic element. One reason science plays struggle 

with elucidating scientific theories is because traditional theatre lacks the visuals 

necessary to communicate complex and abstract scientific concepts.  Science plays do not 
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need more didacticism; they need visuals. The addition of film or video to a science play 

will help illustrate and explain scientific ideas that are too difficult to conceptualize 

through imagination alone. My intent is not to compare and contrast film with theatre; 

rather it is to explain why cinematic intermedia theatre is a good medium for 

communicating science to a general audience.  Theatre is an audiovisual medium that 

relies on the on spectator’s imagination to fill in the gaps. Both film and theatre are 

audiovisual media that rely on the spectator’s imagination to fill in the gaps in a story – 

they differ only in terms of degree. In weaving cinema into theatre cinematic intermedia 

theatre creates a fusion of media that facilitates the delivery of complex ideas, translating 

them in a easy-to-understand audiovisual language. 
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VISUAL IMAGES FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION 
  
 

Because science is a way to explain the world, and frequently science explains 

abstract concepts and things we cannot see with our eyes, audiovisual data are an 

important tool for science education.  For example, when we understand an abstract 

concept, such as fractals or time, it is because we have created an image, a model, of the 

concept in our mind. This section of my study applies cognitive neuroscience to the 

analysis of classroom learning styles asserting the primacy of visual learning16 for science 

education.  With visual perception being our primary method for processing the corporeal 

world, it is surprising that the written and oral word has been the primary method for 

communicating visual concepts of science.  Perhaps the primacy of the written word in 

science reporting is due to the rigors of explanation required for peer reviews17 and the 

dense writing style of science communication carries over into textbooks.  While written 

communication is necessary for peer reviews; however, it is not acceptable that this mode 

transfers over to public communication of scientific ideas. Visual images enhance the 

comprehension of complex scientific concepts; therefore, visual images are an important 

tool in the dissemination of scientific theories to the public.  

Richard E. Mayer researched teaching methods to discern how to foster both the 

retention and application of scientific concepts in college students. He wanted to 

determine what was the most effective means to learn about lightning formation: reading 

a detailed passage, reading a summary, or reading a summary with visuals.  As it turns 

                                                
16 “Visual learning is the use of images and animations to enable and enhance learning at all levels” (Barry 
et al.) 
17 In Laboratory Life (1986) Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar determine that the main output of lab is 
publications and the people are inscription divices.  
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out, students who read a detailed explanation of 600 words, most similar to a standard 

textbook entry, scored the lowest both in retention and transfer.  The students who 

learned about lightning formation via visuals and a brief summary of the process scored 

the highest (72). Mayer then concluded that visuals with captions combined with a 

summary are the best way to understand science.  Although watching a theatre 

performance is different from reading a text, it is the summary of scientific concepts, the 

engaging story, and the visuals that plays offer, that make theatre an effective medium for 

science communication. Furthermore, cinematic intermedia theatre has the ability to 

illustrate complex scientific concepts via animated visuals, rather than through the static 

scenery of traditional theatre.  

To further understand the importance of visuals in science education, the 

functional MRI offers neuroscientists insight into how our brains take in information.  

Scientists, educators, and visual artists gathered at “Visual Learning for Science and 

Engineering: A Visual Learning Campfire” in 2006, to discuss the importance of visual 

aids in science education and review their findings. One topic of discussion was the 

recent research into cognitive neuroscience made possible by the functional MRI, and 

how the MRI reveals that traditional methods of science education which rely heavily on 

lecture, are the least effective in teaching science. Our brains need to see visuals in order 

to comprehend complex and abstract ideas, as Ann Marie Barry argues, “Lecture is the 

least effective way of reaching the whole learning being.  To tap into the emotional 

learning systems, we must engage as many of the senses as possible” (Barry et. al). 

Additionally cognitive neuroscientists’ research supplies quantitative proof that visual 
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learning takes place unconsciously and intuitively, before the rational mind becomes 

involved (Barry et al.).   

There are new developments in neuroscience recognizing specialized neurons as 

the source of empathy. In 1996, Giacomo Rizzolatti and Vittorio Gallese publicized their 

discovery of “mirror neurons,” which could be described as our empathetic epicenter.   

They found that when one monkey observes another monkey (or person) perform an 

action, mirror neurons fire in the passively observing monkey that cause the observing 

monkey to have the same feelings as the acting monkey. For instance: monkey A watches 

monkey B pick up a slice of mango, monkey A’s brain will react as if monkey A actually 

picked up the slice of mango. As Gallese and Metzinger explain, 

(T)o perceive an action is equivalent to internally simulating it. This enables the 
observer to use her/his own resources to penetrate the world of the other by means 
of an implicit, automatic, and unconscious process of motor simulation” (Gallese 
& Metzinger 383).  

 
The discovery of mirror neurons has provoked many discussions on both empathy 

and visual learning in humans. For example, Ann Marie Barry applies Gallese and 

Metzinger’s idea of mirror neurons to support visual images for science communication. 

She claims that “The virtual world of visual media, it seems, has as direct an influence on 

individual thought and attitude as actual experience” (Barry 6). Because mirror neurons 

enable us to empathize with others, when we see a child about to cry, whether it be on 

stage or “real life,” our brains make us feel the same feelings as the child.  We need not 

know the reason why the child is crying to empathize with him/her because our mind 

substitutes our own relatable experience. In conclusion, the evidence of how we process 

information through visuals and the discovery of mirror neurons provide a sound 
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argument for how live cinematic intermedia theatre can be more effective than film or 

traditional theatre in science communication.  Cinematic intermedia theatre effectively 

answers the call for engaging as many senses as possible with its use of oral, visual, 

audio, and sometimes even olfactory media utilization.  Visual learning from science 

theatre is a perfect way to both alter people’s apprehensions about science and to increase 

their scientific knowledge. 
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ENGAGING THE LIVE THEATRE AUDIENCE 

 
Most contemporary theatre scholars maintain that theatre should make us feel18; 

therefore, activating mirror neurons is imperative to a successful production. Bruce 

McConachie builds upon Jacob & Jeannerod’s dualistic approach to vision and the theory 

of mirror neurons to perform his study on theatrical audience engagement. In Ways of 

Seeing, Jacob and Jeannerod argue that when we mentally process an object (e.g. its 

shape, size, color, location, etc.) without an intention to act upon the object, we use our 

“visual perception” (xii-xvii, 247).  For example, noticing a wrinkled yellow mango on 

the counter, without a desire to pick up the mango, involves visual perception.  In 

opposition, when we have intentions of an action toward the object, we decode the object 

visually with “visuomotor representation” (xii-xvii, 247).  For example, reaching for a 

mango on a counter and picking it up involves visuomotor representation. As we observe 

the world around us, we continuously switch between visual perception and visuomotor 

representation subconsciously (xii-xvii, 247).  McConachie contends that just as we 

switch between the two modes of visual processing when looking at an object, audience 

members switch between the two modes of processing when watching a play.  A chair as 

part of theatrical scenery activates a “visual perception” and an actor sitting on the same 

chair engages “visuomotor representation”  (56-57).  Even when an audience member has 

                                                
18 In “The Alienation Effect,” Bertolt Brecht diverges from the majority with his ideology of audience 
detachment.  Brecht’s intent was to not produce empathy for the characters, but instead to “alienate” the 
audience with his “alienation effect.”  Brecht asserts that empathy creates a passive viewer drawn into the 
story instead of the message.  An un-empathetic and detached viewer is engaged and can thus make 
conscious decisions about society and politics. 
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no intention of action towards a chair onstage, the mirror neuron link between people 

activates visuomotor representation in the audience member to process the actor’s action. 

If we need an engaging story and visuals to explain science, it appears film would 

be the most logical choice.  That being said, it is important to note that there are 

differences in the way audiences process a live performance versus a recorded 

performance like film. 19   During the past century, there has been much debate over the 

“liveness”20 of theatre and whether or not “liveness” affects an audience’s perception of a 

production.  Performance studies and media scholar Philip Auslander has recently been at 

the center of this debate.  He argues that audiences at a franchised mega-musical, with 

replicated productions in numerous cities, will have the same experience as audiences at a 

film screening of the same production because 1) the mega-musical is heavily 

mediatized, 21 2) the audience is far away from the performer, and 3) the intention is for 

each production to be exactly the same; therefore, the “liveness” of live theatre has little 

impact on the audience’s experience (Liveness 53; “Ontology” 53).  Noel Carroll argues 

for an ontological difference between film and live theatre, refuting Auslander’s position 

that liveness in the theatre has no meaning.  Carroll claims that our brains react 

differently to “intentional systems”22 versus “physical systems” as it relates to theatre and 

film (115).  A film adopts intentional systems in the making of a production; however, 

                                                
19 I do not contend that film is not an excellent medium for science education, merely that cinematic 
intermedia is more appropriate for the task. 
20 Philip Auslander uses the term “liveness” in Liveness: Performance in a Mediatized Culture to contrast a 
live performance against a mediatized performance, where the live is “real” and the mediatized is 
“artificial” (3). I however, do not ascribe to this dichotomy; live theatre is not the absence of digial media, 
rather the presence of live actors. 
21 Auslander discusses mega-musicals in several of his writings.  See Liveness and “Ontology.” 
22 Carroll’s “intentional system” is similar to Jacob and Jeannerod’s visuomotor-producing intentional 
actions. 
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when viewing a film, audience members do not witness intentional actions.  The only 

intentional action in place is that of the projectionist turning on the projector or adjusting 

sound levels on the speakers, yet his intentions have no bearing on the dramatic 

performance or the spectator (114).  In a live theatre performance, on the other hand, 

spectators witness the intentional actions of both the actors and of the crew working 

behind the scenes. And it is viewing these intentional actions that evokes empathy from 

the viewer.  

Blending the theories of Jacob, Jeannerod, and Carroll, McConachie suggests that 

live theatre actors activates the spectator’s visuomotor representation because theatre 

actors actions are intentional. He claims that actions by live actors’ performances are 

required to fire our empathy’s mirror neurons (63).  In short, audience members are more 

empathic to and engaged with live characters on stage than with characters in a film or 

television show.  It is undeniable that film and theatre have inherently different ways to 

activate the spectator’s attention.   Attending a live performance is a different experience 

than watching the same performance on a computer or television screen. However, this is 

not a debate of superiority between film and theatre, rather a discussion of the reasons 

why the two media need to work together for science communication. Furthermore, I 

believe that we do have empathy for characters when watching a film. In projecting 

ourselves into the story’s characters, we have just as much empathy them performing an 

action on screen as we would for actors on stage executing the same action. Nevertheless, 

McConachie makes a compelling argument for why theatre audiences are more engaged: 

there is something visceral about the real bodies of actors performing in front of us, 
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versus a recorded image of bodies that cannot recognize our presence.  Live theatre lifts 

the veil of detachment inherent in a screened presentation of film, and activates a 

viewer’s engagement more forcefully. 

Just as there is limited research into theatre’s educational effectiveness, there is 

limited research into audience engagement with live theatre.  There is no definitive way 

to measure audience engagement.  Nonetheless, Matthew Reason has been undertaking 

qualitative analysis of performance experiences from live theatre audiences. His 2006 

study looks at teenagers’ perceptions of liveness through the analysis of a production of 

Othello. The students tested maintain they felt more tension, energy, and emotion when 

watching the live performance than they did when looking at pre-recorded performances 

(“Part 2” 234, 235).  Researchers also found that many students felt included in the play 

when Iago looked at them and asked, “What?!” (“Part 2” 230-31), because Iago was 

seemingly singling them out as a culprit.  One student was so invested in Othello striking 

Desdemona that when she discussed the assault at the post-show discussion, it appeared 

as if she was relaying an affront against her best friend (“Part 2” 232).  Additionally, the 

students in Reason’s study were keenly aware of the potential for actor mistakes, 

although they did not wish for mistakes to happen. This looming drama of the actors, 

made the students invest more in the performance. Several students, on separate 

occasions, admitted to feeling “responsible,” as if the performance were a shared effort 

(“Part 2” 232).  

The most fascinating finding of Reason’s study, however, is not the increased 

sense of tension or emotion due to the live performance, rather the fact that the students 
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formed strong memories of the theatrical devices.  Several students recalled seeing blood 

packets, actors’ spit droplets, and the mechanical workings of the production, and 

reported that these non-story elements heightened the experience for them (“Part 2” 238).  

Things that should remove a person from the illusion of “realness” in a story is what 

involved them.  In short, the “realness” of the production and audience awareness of the 

performance’s construction were crucial elements for the viewer’s engagement with the 

play.  Therefore, theatre’s unintentional self-reflexive techniques in addition to the 

actors’ bodies presence, heighten the audience’s receptivity. To sum up, live theatre 

actively engages audiences for four reasons:    

1. Being privy to the devices make audience members complicit in the production. 

Bertolt Brecht was right and wrong with his belief that laying bare the device forces 

spectators into active participation. Seeing the tools of a theatrical production (the lights, 

the rigging, the blood packets) are an important part of the theatre experience because 

observing the little secrets and tricks of the play encourages audience members to invest 

in the story.  Theatre by its very nature shows its underbelly. 

2. The intentional actions of live actors activate spectator’s mirror neurons, 

triggering the audience’s empathy for both the characters and actors.   

Just as we need not lay the device bare, because theatrical devices are already obvious, 

we need not discourage empathy23 to encourage learning in the theatre.  Neuscientific 

findings show that empathy is the path to learning (Barry et al).  Active empathy is the 

                                                
23 Bertolt Brecht believed that audience empathy stood in the way of audiences learning and taking action 
(usually political action). See “The Alienation Effect,” “The Modern Theatre is the Epic Theatre,” and 
“Theater for Pleasure or Theater for Instruction.” 
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very thing required to turn a spectator into a participant; the participant is active, so the 

active mind learns.  

3. Theatre audiences are aware that accidents can happen during a live performance, 

and this awareness keeps them involved with the story. 

The potential imperfection of a theatre performance keeps audiences on edge also 

because they are interested in the potential drama of the actors.  This interest fosters 

active involvement in live theatre audiences, which makes theatre a wonderful medium 

for learning.   
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WHAT CINEMATIC INTERMEDIA THEATRE LOOKS LIKE 

 
Whether science content is the root of a play or just a metaphor in the narrative, 

effective use of cinematic elements in live theatre will illuminate complex ideas, 

especially those too esoteric or far-removed from the general public.  Since it is often the 

inability to process complex or abstract ideas that keep people leery of scientific theories, 

processes, and mandates, people will “fear” science less if they can begin to understand 

it.  I view the purpose of cinematic intermedia in science theatre as three-fold: 

1. To communicate the visuals of science for knowledge transfer 

2. To instill scientific wonder in the viewer  

3. To lessen the fear of the unknown 

Cinematic intermedia theatre does not take a film and plop it down unchanged in 

the middle of a play. It takes the essence of film, the moving visuals, presented in concise 

and digestible elements, and combines it into the world of theatre.  Set construction for 

cinematic intermedia can be simple or complex depending on budget, story requirements, 

and desired effect. There can be one projector on the grid24 aimed at the floor for a simple 

set up, or there can be multiple projectors synchronized to provide panoramic cinema or 

3-dimensional images.  For instance, projecting images onto hard, opaque surfaces will 

provide clear representations and ideas, while projections onto soft and transparent 

surfaces can express mood or abstract ideas. For example, in Lauren Gunderson’s play 

Leap, Brightman insinuates the theory behind gravity to Isaac Newton through a story 

about falling around the earth (23).  In addition to her verbal revelation, since 

                                                
24 Grid: a network of steel pipes above a stage used for hanging lighting instruments and set pieces.  
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Brightman’s corporeality is a mystery (is she an angel, is she Newton’s subconscious?), 

she could reveal the theory by “drawing” with video images on fabric loosely draped 

from the grid.  These imprecise images of the theory suggest that the concept is foggy in 

Newton’s mind instead of concrete. 

Tom Stoppard’s Arcadia is another engrossing play packed with dense ideas on 

Euclidian geometry, iterated algorithms, chaos theory, the second law of 

thermodynamics, Fourier’s heat equation, and population dynamics. To demonstrate how 

effective and simple cinematic intermedia theatre for science plays can be, I will take one 

idea from Arcadia, “iterated algorithms,” and walk through how a theatre production that 

adopts filmic images may look.  First, let’s place the production “in the round.”  This 

means the stage is in the center, and the audience sits around the stage on a raked25 floor; 

the audience looks down at the stage from all sides.  Theatre in the round can be an 

excellent and simple setting for cinematic images: the floor makes a great surface for 

projections that can be seen by all and requires no special set or expense apart from the 

projector and computer software. 

  Arcadia jumps between the early 19th century and present day in one room of 

the same estate, Sidley Park, in Derbyshire.  Thomasina Coverly is a 13-year old math 

progeny who discovers fractal geometry in 1809. Valentine is a present day 

mathematician looking to explain the grouse population through iteration.  Because he is 

heir of Sidley Estate, Valentine has Thomasina’s notebooks from the 1800’s. Hannah is a 

writer and friend of Valentine researching the “Sidley Hermit” who was supposedly 

                                                
25 A raked floor is a sloped floor in the theatre.  Historically, the stage was raked, hence the terms “upstage” 
and “downstage.”  It is more traditional now to have the floor of the seating raked instead of the stage. 
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present at the estate during Thomasina’s life. In scene four, Hannah has discovered 

Thomasina’s math notebook and reads it aloud to Valentine: 

 
Hannah:  
‘I, Thomasina Coverly, have 
found a truly wonderful method 
whereby all the forms of nature 
must give up the numerical 
secrets and draw themselves 
through number alone.’ 
(Stoppard 62) 

A video of an equation on the floor is graphed 

and the points on the floor reveal a fern when 

complete. 

 
 

Figure 3  Stages of the Barnsley Fern  
(Public Domain) 

 
 
Valentine:  
It’s an iterated algorithm… Each 
graph is a small section of the 
previous one, blown up.  Like 
you’d blow up a detail of a 
photograph, and then a detail of 
the detail, and so on, forever. 
(Stoppard 63) 
 

 

The fern continues to grow larger until we see a 

new fern in each frond. Again, the image grows 

and we see another fern in another leaf revealing 

the self-similar nature of the fern. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Barnsley's Fern (Public domain) 
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On the floor is a video of the mathematical 

equation and graphing process Valentine is 

explaining.  Seemingly random dots reveal 

triangles via the mathematical process. 

 

  

Valentine:  
You have some x-and-y equation. 
Any value for x gives you a value 
for y.  So you put a dot where it’s 
right for both x and y.  Then you 
take the next value for x which 
give you another value for y, and 
when you’ve done that a few times 
you join up the dots and that’s 
your graph. (Stoppard 63) 

Figure 5 The process of making a Sierpinski 
Triangle  

 
 

After the graph produces a triangle, the video 

zooms into the triangle revealing a self-similar 

repeating image. 

   

Valentine:  
What she’s doing is, every time 
she works out a value for y, she’s 
using that as her next value for x. 
And so on.  Like a feedback… 
Iteration, you see. (Stoppard 62-
64) 

Figure 6 Sierpinski Triangle (Public Domain) 
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In scene seven, Valentine shows a fractal to Hannah that he created on his 

computer from Thomasina’s mathematical equation.  This action would typically be 

hidden from the audience in productions not using large cinematic projections, but 

there is no reason to keep it a secret when the moving self-similar image is 

breathtaking and will include the audience in the wonders of fractals (      Figure 7 

and Figure 8). 

 

Hannah: Oh!, but… how beautiful!  
Valentine: The Coverly set. (Stoppard107) 

                    

                  Figure 7 A Mandelbrot Set Fractal created with Fraqtive (Public Domain) 
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Valentine:  
In an ocean of ashes, islands of order. Patterns making themselves 
out of nothing.  I can’t show you how deep it goes, Each picture is a 
detail of the previous one, blown up. And so on. For ever.  
(Stoppard 107) 

 

 

 

  
 

   
 

   
Figure 8 Mandelbrot Set Zoom created with Fraqtive (Public Domain) 

 

Through cinematic intermedia theatre, spectators can come away with a better 

understanding of science because scientific theory is conveyed in concise visual 

animations that are presented to an actively engaged viewing audience. Whether it is 

simply an enjoyment of fractal’s beauty, or a piqued curiosity about the physics involved 

in thermodynamics, audience members of a cinematic intermedia theatre performance 

such as Arcadia will be less intimidated by complex or abstract scientific concepts. While 
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it is not necessary to comprehend all of the scientific principles articulated in Arcadia to 

follow the story, understanding such concepts helps illuminate the metaphors of the play.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
 

By interweaving moving images with live theatre, cinematic intermedia theatre 

and can deliver scientific concepts more successfully than traditional live theatre. 

Because we mainly process our world visually, we need to see visuals to understand 

complex and abstract concepts.  Futhermore, in cinematic intermedia theatre, the 

connection between the actors’ performance and the audience is solidly bound through 

the mirror neuron link, thus creating greater receptivity to the transfer of complex 

scientific theories. Mirror neurons engage our empathy with live characters because our 

brains react to an actor’s liveness as if we were part of a conversation with them, instead 

of distant voyeurs.  Besides the emotional bond forged with the characters through mirror 

neurons, witnessing the creation of the production through the mechanics and devices 

employed render spectators complicit in the play’s development and outcome, actively 

engaging them in the production.  In short, while cinematic images illuminate 

complicated ideas in science plays, live theatre invites us into the story surrounding 

science. As a result, the “more digestible” science becomes, as delivered through story 

and visuals, the more people will glean about the traditionally impenetrable world of 

science.  Hence my endorsement of cinematic intermedia theatre for the delivery of 

science topics.  Cinematic intermedia theatre is, in fact, a powerful tool to deliver 

complex concepts in a comprehensible, palatable, and successful manner. 
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